Thank you for reading WE Magazine for Women Holiday Gift-Giving Guide for 2013. My team and I
are delighted to share these holiday treasures, resources and gift ideas found in this annual gift guide.
We know our readers appreciate the time and money savings of shopping online. That’s why we put
this together. For you!
Inside the 2013 Edition you will find articles, and some of our favorite gift-giving suggestions.
Please take a look at all the wonderful companies who have included their products and services in this
gift guide. The following vendors and individuals are represented: 12ProvenMarketingMethods.com,
Andrea Michaels – Author, Bailey's Health and Wellness, BIG CHEF™, Chocolate Pizza Company,
Jane Pastore Coleman – Author, Conni Gordon Method, EdenFlorist.com, Gutsy Women Retreat,
Levin, Silvey, Zelko and Mackey, PA, Lisa Hein – Author, Manomay Jewelry, Mark Vacker
Photography, Multiple Sclerosis Foundation, Mumbani, My First Coaching Client, Myatt Family Law
Center, New York Life, Oneness Perfume by Shawn Rae, Power UP for Profits, Send Out Cards,
Technology for Seniors Made Easy, Twyla Gettert – Artist, Wendy VanHatten – Author, WECAI
Domains, Women With Dreams MLM Academy and Women in Ecommerce™.
You will be reading more about these amazing companies over the next few weeks as you plan your
holiday shopping. You can save time, gas and money by doing your holiday shopping with the
companies listed in the WE Magazine's Holiday Gift-Giving Guide.
That’s not all! We wanted to make this a resource you would keep and use during the 2013 holiday
season so we have included interesting articles throughout. Some of the topics covered include: Give
the Gift of Love, How to Determine your Life Work, The Gift of Reading, Best Holiday Shopping
Cards for 2013, Ten Ways to Lighten Your Holiday Meal and much more! A dozen content-rich
articles to help you get through the holidays with ease, grace and as little stress as possible are a part of
WE Magazine's Holiday Gift-Giving Guide.
The other benefit of shopping via a digital catalog: no trees were harmed in putting it together. Please
consider that when deciding if you need to print this issue. You can save the PDF version by rightclicking and saving to your desktop. With one or two exceptions, almost every vendor showcased has a
click-able link that takes you directly to their page describing in detail what they are offering you. All
you have to do is click-away and if its the right gift for you or someone on your list, you can make the
purchase directly online. Easy as pie!
Enjoy reading our fifth edition and if you have any questions leave a comment on our site or drop me
a line.
Wishing you a joy-filled holiday season... and happy shopping!

Heidi
Heidi Richards Mooney, Publisher & Editor-in-Chief

Thank you for reading WE Magazine for Women Holiday Gift-Giving Guide for 2014. My team and I are
delighted to share these holiday treasures, resources and gift ideas found in this annual gift guide. We
know our readers appreciate the time and money savings of shopping online. That’s why we put this
together. For you!
Inside the 2014 Edition you will find articles, and a variety of our favorite gift-giving suggestions. Please take a
look at all the exceptional companies who have included their products and services in this gift guide. The
following vendors and individuals are represented: Big Chef Online, BistroMD, Calypso Island Jewelry,
Calling All Angels, Chemistry.com, Conni Gordon, Diet Direct, Eden Florist & Gift Baskets, Gifted Living,
Holiday Planner, Hotwire, James Perse, Kaylin Printing and Promotions, Lisa April Smith, Luggage
Online, Melissa and Doug, My Pure Products, New York Life, Oneness Perfume by Shawn Rae,
OnlyWire, Pet Meds, Rapid Mailer, Party Ideas in a Box, Rock Your Kicks, Sandra Lenett, Scarves.com,
Send Out Cards, Tidebuy, Video Article Creator, WECAI Domains, Wendy VanHatten, Women in
Ecommerce, The WOW Conference and Your Irresistible Influence Conference.

You will be reading more about these amazing companies over the next few weeks as you plan your holiday
shopping. You can save time, gas and money by doing your holiday shopping with the companies listed in the
WE Magazine's Holiday Gift-Giving Guide. Note: Some of our ads are with affiliate partners which means if you
make a purchase with those companies WE make a small commission. Thank you!

That’s not all! We wanted to make this a resource you would keep and use during the 2014 holiday season so
we have included interesting articles throughout. Some of the topics covered include: The Stuff Alternative, 10
Holiday Diet Tips, Regifting Rules, Best Holiday for One, The Animals Shall Speak, Tips on Holiday Tipping and
much more! Content-rich articles to help you get through the holidays with ease, grace and as little stress as
possible are a part of WE Magazine's Holiday Gift-Giving Guide.

The other benefit of shopping via a digital catalog: no trees were harmed in putting it together. Please consider
that when deciding if you need to print this issue. You can save the PDF version by rightclicking and saving to
your desktop. With one or two exceptions, almost every vendor showcased has a click-able link that takes you
directly to their page describing in detail what they are offering you. All you have to do is click-away and if its the
right gift for you or someone on your list, you can make the purchase directly online. Easy as apple pie!
Enjoy reading our sixth holiday edition, and if you have any questions leave a comment on our site or drop me
a line.

Wishing you a peace, prosperity and passion this holiday season... and happy shopping!

Heidi
Heidi Richards Mooney, Publisher & Editor-in-Chief
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The "Stuff" Alternative: Why
Experiences Make the Best Gifts
(and 12 Ideas for this Holiday Season)

Each year, we stress about which gifts we're going to give our friends and families and how we're going
to pay for them. Just in time for the holidays, Donna Skeels Cygan suggests an alternative to the
traditional gift exchange: give experiences instead of things. Here, she suggests 12 options and
explains why they're so meaningful.
Every year after the stressful holiday gift-giving frenzy ends, we're usually left with a heap of
"stuff" we didn't ask for, don't know what to do with, and/or don't really want. Meanwhile, our
bank accounts are in acute distress because we've overspent on gifts for all the people on our
lists. Sure, we all have the best of intentions, but let's be honest: The traditional gift exchange
could use an overhaul.
Just in time for the upcoming holiday season, Donna Skeels Cygan is here with a welcome
suggestion: This year, shift your gift-giving focus from things to experiences.
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Not only is giving and receiving unnecessary gifts a huge waste of money,
the truth is that these things aren't what make the season truly fulfilling,"
says Cygan, author of The Joy of Financial Security: The art and science
of becoming happier, managing your money wisely, and creating a secure
financial future "Experiences are much more memorable, useful, and
enjoyable—and often, they're more in line with our values too."
If you'd like to get off the gift-exchange merry-go-round this year, read on for 12 of
Cygan's suggestions for giving your friends and family the gift of experience:
Savor the season together. Take a drive to
look at holiday decorations, attend a holiday
concert, visit a museum with a seasonal
exhibit, or walk down decorated city streets—
whatever you and your family or friends
would most enjoy. Get creative as you plan
your
experiences.

who are less fortunate will help you to focus
on gratitude.

Eat with a purpose. Organize a lunch or
dinner with an uplifting theme. Cygan
suggests having a "2015 bucket list" dinner:
Ask everyone to share their goals for the
"The point is, you're purposefully taking time coming year, then discuss how to help each
to experience this special season together, other achieve them. (And follow through!)
instead of breathlessly running from "If you don't want to cook for a group, host a
obligation to obligation," Cygan notes. "In the potluck and ask everyone to bring their
midst of our stressful lives (which—let's face favorite holiday food—maybe a family recipe
it—tend to get even more hectic during the from your parents or grandparents," she
holidays)—the gift of time enjoyed with loved suggests. "This nostalgic theme can bring
ones is invaluable."
back rich memories as you honor loved ones
Bake up a holiday storm. Spend a morning and your family's heritage."
baking cookies together with your foodie
friends. You can focus on old favorites or try
new recipes. "After baking, the cookies can
be packaged with holiday ribbons, providing
the added benefit that everyone goes home
with several types of cookies to enjoy or give
as gifts," Cygan says.

Get creative. If you and a friend or family
member are both creative (or would like to
become more so!), make plans to do an art,
craft, or home-improvement project together.
"You could make holiday wreaths or paint
mugs at a local pottery studio, for example,"
Cygan suggests. "And every time you use
"Give" it forward. Together with family or these items in the years to come, you'll be
friends, choose a local charity or "adopt" a reminded of the fun time you spent creating
family that is less fortunate. Spend a half-day them—and of your valuable friendship."
shopping for food and/or gifts, then wrap
them and deliver them. Or volunteer at a
soup kitchen, hospital, nursing home, or
homeless shelter. Giving your time to others
©2014 Holiday Gift Guide by WE Magazine for Women – www.WEMagazineforWomen.com
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Make good on "We always said we'd..." Instead of exchanging gifts, do something you
and a friend have always said you'd do together—but have never managed to find time for.
"Note that this event or outing doesn't have to happen during the holidays. For instance,
buying tickets to a summer concert by the band you both loved as teenagers counts!"

Go to class. Take a cooking class, sewing class, Mark your calendars. Do you and a friend,
self-defense class, painting class, wine-tasting despite your best intentions, never quite manage
class—whatever you and the other person would to get together so that you can catch up over a
enjoy. "Learning a new skill together is a great way meal? If so, give the gift of time.
to deepen your relationship with another person,"
Cygan comments. "And choosing a class that
reflects the other person's skills and desires is a
wonderful way to say, 'I've been paying attention to
what you enjoy and what's important to you.'"

Become a day tripper. No matter where you
live, Cygan guarantees there's something
interesting within driving distance. Think
museums, landmarks, shopping destinations,
unique restaurants, wineries, etc. Why not visit
one of them with a friend?

Make them a member. If a "big" gift is within Laugh together. Invite friends over to watch (or
your budget but you don't want to spend money on
something that will end up gathering dust in a
closet, Cygan suggests buying the other person a
membership to a zoo, theme park, or museum, or
season tickets to the theater, orchestra, or a sports
team's home games.

Take care of some chores. Most of Cygan's

stream) a funny holiday movie—and make sure to
provide cider, hot chocolate, and a bottomless
bowl of popcorn. Not only is this more affordable
than buying gifts for each person, your friends are
more likely to enjoy themselves.
"Even better, make this a recurring event,.
Throughout 2015, ask each person to bring his or
her favorite comedy to share with the group. Or
institute a theme, like old Woody Allen movies or
hit '80s comedies." This holiday season,

suggestions have to do with giving or sharing
experiences...but relieving someone of an
unwanted experience (like cleaning or painting the
kitchen!) works too. If it's in your budget, you could invest in people instead of in things to put
"gift" a repair person or a maid service, or into a gift box. You might just start your
purchase a gift certificate to a restaurant, for family's new favorite tradition."
example.
Donna Skeels Cygan, CFP®, MBA, is the owner of the financial advisory firm Sage
Future Financial, LLC, and the author of The Joy of Financial Security: The art
and science of becoming happier, managing your money wisely, and creating a
secure financial future. To learn more, visit www.joyoffinancialsecurity.com.
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10 Tips to Stay
Compliant on Your Diet
at The Holidays
It’s the time of year when food is in abundance and messing up your
diet is easy to do. But with a little planning and some tough love,
staying committed to your weight loss goals is completely possible.
Steve Siebold, author of the international
bestsellers Die Fat or Get Tough: 101
Differences in Thinking Between Fat People
and Fit People and Fat Loser! Mental
Toughness Training for Dieters, offers these
tips:
Stop cheating: You wouldn’t cheat on
your spouse in a committed relationship, so
why would you cheat on something as
important as your diet and health? Sounds
harsh, but if you’re going to get fit, it’s all or
nothing, even at the holidays.
Expect challenges: You know the
cravings and other challenges are going to
come up, so don’t let them catch you off
guard. Have a plan in place to push forward
when this happens so you stay compliant to
your diet.
Take responsibility: Realize that ultimately being fit and healthy is completely your
responsibility, and blaming the holidays for your weight gain is just as bad as blaming other
outside factors the rest of the year such as restaurants, the food manufacturers and portion
sizes.
©2014 Holiday Gift Guide by WE Magazine for Women – www.WEMagazineforWomen.com
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How to Stick to Your Diet This Holiday

“How is this food going to impact my health?”
Think long and hard about your answer and
Don’t eat for pleasure: Find the potential consequences that will come.
happiness in the holidays not from food, but
in time spent with friends and family creating Don’t associate dieting with
a lifetime of memories and new traditions. drudgery: If you’re on a diet during the
Begin to see eating only as a means to holidays, don’t look at dieting as drudgery, but
increase health, energy and vitality.
see it as a strategy for a lifetime to keep you
Remember your why: Most people
fail because they forget their ‘Why’ or reason
for wanting to lose weight. One of the best
ways to stay motivated is to create a vision
board filled with pictures of lean, fit and sexy
people. Hang it in a very visible location.
Daily exposure to the vision board will
reinforce your health goals.
Just say no: There’s plenty of peer
pressure at the holidays to try your mother’s
homemade apple pie or best friend’s mashed
potatoes. Just say ‘No’ and stop worrying
about what they think. If they truly care about
you, they’ll understand that your diet is
important to you.

healthy, looking good and feeling great.
Don’t let yourself start over: It’s not
okay to start over again on Monday or after
the holidays. It’s a common psychological
trap with the core belief being, “I can eat the
same and get different results.” Starting over
on Monday is an endless loop that keeps
people fat forever.

Don’t be ashamed to let people
know you’re dieting: Most people won’t
admit they’re dieting at the holidays because
they don’t trust themselves enough to put
their word on the line. By telling everyone
you know creates additional pressure and
motivation to propel forward when the going
Ask the question: Before you put gets tough. It’s the tactically intelligent thing to
anything in your mouth, always ask yourself, do.

***************************************

SO THE ANIMALS SHALL SPEAK
Renée S. Henning
There is an old Christmas legend about talking animals. According to the tale,
cows, donkeys, and other farm creatures were present in the Bethlehem stable
when Jesus was born. The beasts, taking pity on the homeless baby, tried to
warm and comfort him with their gentle presence and soothing sounds. As a
result, Jesus gave all animals the gift of speech. They can talk like people, but
only while the clock tolls twelve times for midnight on Christmas Eve.

When I learned of the legend, I was charmed - and skeptical. As a lark, I decided to test
the story through scientific observation. My experimental work took place in New England in
the 1960s and 1970s on three Christmas Eves. Now, having realized that I will never resume
this important research, I have decided to publish my empirical results. Your job is to figure
out from what follows whether the legend is true!

The First Christmas Eve
On the first Christmas Eve, I was a teenager. My plan was simple. I would
observe the research subjects at midnight on Christmas Eve and
memorize what, if anything, they said.
The research subjects were my pets, Mitzi and
Moo-cha-cha. Mitzi was a bouncy Belgian
sheepdog with papers certifying her to be pure
German shepherd. Moo-cha-cha was a
queenly mongrel cat. The dog and cat were
opposites in most respects. However, both of
them were party animals who loved family
gatherings and hated being banished to the
basement at night.

midnight, I got ready to observe the subjects.
But there was a problem - to my surprise, I
could not find them. Mitzi and Moo-cha-cha,
who had been celebrating with us all evening,
had vanished!

I walked through the house calling them
repeatedly, with no response. This was the
second surprise. Although Moo-cha-cha had
been known to hide smiling while someone
The research subjects, my relatives, and I had nearby went hoarse calling her name, Mitzi
a wonderful Christmas Eve that year. My
typically responded to calls with happy yelps.
family feasted, played silly games, sang
Christmas carols, danced, and read the
Quickly I organized a laughing search party to
biblical account of the birth of Jesus.
comb our three-story Victorian home. My
Suddenly, at 12:05 A.M., too late, I
family finally located the research subjects,
remembered my forgotten scientific
too late, at 12:02 A.M. For the third surprise,
experiment. Well, they say all scientific
the subjects turned up in the basement to
advances involve some trial and error.
which they hated to be banished.

The Second Christmas Eve

The fourth surprise was what was occurring
The second Christmas Eve turned out to be
there. Mitzi and Moo-cha-cha were sitting
Mitzi’s last Christmas Eve on earth. It also
companionably near each other, facing each
turned out to be full of surprises.
other. Mitzi was panting and had a huge
doggy grin, and Moo-cha-cha was purring
loudly. “Did you talk? Did you talk?” I asked
I was better prepared this time around. As the
excitedly. Unfortunately for science, neither
research subjects and my family partied, I kept
animal would say.
an eye on the clock. At five minutes before
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The Third Christmas Eve The third Christmas Eve, which came some years later, was
my first as a bride. My husband and I were guests that snowy night at his parents’ New
England home. Staying with us in our bedroom was the new research subject, the
household’s pet dog.
serve as a second pair of eyes (or ears) in the
experiment. However, there was one last thing to
do. I needed to brush my teeth.
At 11:50 P.M., I left the bedroom. After propping
my watch over the sink, I checked the time
repeatedly while working on my teeth. I brushed,
brushed, and brushed. I just did not want to see
what I expected - Scampi without the gift of
speech.
At 12:03 A.M. I walked into the bedroom, where
my husband and Scampi were sitting in
companionable silence near each other. “Did
Scampi was a miniature schnauzer. He disdained
Scampi talk?” I asked hesitantly, dreading the
other dogs, thought he was a short person, and
answer.
pined whenever he was away from people.
My beloved husband gave me an answer about
Something of a sophisticate, Scampi particularly
enjoyed the cocktail hour, for the company and the what transpired in that closed room at midnight
that snowy Christmas Eve. That 1976 statement
cheese. Clearly, if he was going to speak at
is all he ever was willing to say on the subject in
midnight, it would be to a human, not to an
animal. Furthermore, according to my reasoning, our many happy years of marriage. My husband
responded, “Scampi told me not to say.”
if Scampi did talk, it would most likely be to his
soul mate, my husband.

Renne S. Henning is, an attorney and a writer on
various subjects. My articles have appeared in books,
My preparations were more advanced than on the
magazines, newspapers, and newsletters (e.g., WE
two earlier Christmas Eves. As midnight drew
Magazine for Women, Washington Post, A Day in the
nearer, I watched the clock, the research subject, Life of Public Service Lawyers, Catholic Digest,
National Catholic Register, Women Magazine, WNC
and the door, which was closed to ward off any
Woman, Hudson Herald, Free Lance-Star, Ours,
escape.
Adoption Today, Adoptive Families, The Adoption
I also had a laboratory assistant, my husband, to Option Complete Handbook, 2000-2001, and
International Concerns For Children Newsletter)

TIP$ on Holiday Tipping
Tipping is a topic that confuses many: how much to give and to whom?
Jacqueline Whitmore, an internationally-recognized etiquette expert, author and
founder of The Protocol School of Palm Beach, offers these tips:
Give what you can. Tips are appreciated, but not
mandatory. If your budget is limited, opt for a small gift
and a thank you note. If you're unsure of who can receive
tips, call the company and ask if there are specific
guidelines. Someone in management will also be able to
tell you if a cash tip or gift is more appropriate and what
amount is customary.
Make a plan. Before you make a run to the bank,
make a list of those people who have assisted you
regularly. Once you know whom you'd like to thank, make
a realistic budget of what you can afford to give. If you live in a major metropolitan area, the
expected tipping range is slightly higher. Increase the tip for individuals with whom you have a
friendship or those who go above and beyond the call of duty.
Hand-deliver your tip. When possible, deliver your gift in person accompanied by a
handwritten card. Freshly printed, crisp bills are ideal. Gifts should be delivered on or before
December 25, but may be given whenever you have contact with the person during the
holiday season.
And as for how much to give:
-

Manicurist: $25 to $50 or a gift

-

Hair stylist: $50 to $100 or a gift

-

Barber: up to the cost of one haircut or a gift

-

Personal trainer: up to the cost of one session or a gift

-

Housekeeper: up to the cost of one visit
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-

Au pair or live-in nanny: one or two week's pay and a gift from your children

Teacher: A gift card or gift certificate for up to $25, or pitch in
with some of the other parents and buy a more expensive gift
certificate
Day care provider: $20 - $70 each, plus a small gift from
your child
-

Babysitter: an evening's pay, plus a gift from your child

-

Massage therapist: up to the cost of one session or a gift

Superintendent: $20 to $80 or a gift, depending on how
helpful your super has been to you
-

Doorman: $15 to $100

-

Mail carrier: small gift or gift card up to $20

-

Newspaper carrier: $10 to $30

Sanitation worker: $10 to $30 each for private service; check your local municipality
for regulations, as some areas may not allow tipping
-

Yard or Garden Worker: $20 to $50 or a gift card

-

Handyman: $15 to $50 or a gift card
Pool cleaners: up to the cost of one cleaning or gift card

-

Dog walker: up to one week's pay or a gift
Pet Groomer: up to the cost of one session or a gift

Learn more about Jacqueline Whitemore at http://www.etiquetteexpert.com/
and http://jacquelinewhitmore.com/
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Holiday for One: Eight Strategies for
Navigating the Holidays Solo
(and Dealing with Your Heartache!)
If you’ve recently been through a divorce or breakup, or if you’re not-so-contentedly
single, the holidays might not seem like a very happy time to you. Here, author Avalon
Brandt offers advice on how to manage the next
few weeks.
From your corner of the world, the holidays aren’t
looking so holly-jolly. Whether you’re divorced, have
recently endured a breakup, or are less-thancontentedly single, you’re not looking forward to the
seasonal social swirl. This festive, family-oriented time
of year highlights your own solo status—and all of the
negative memories and emotions associated with it.
Author Avalon Sequoia Brandt, who has been through
three divorces, understands.
“Being single during the holidays—especially when the
past year has been full of heartache—is its own special
form of torture,” says Avalon, author of Still I Love: Loving after Three Divorces “Familiar
traditions, beloved holiday movies, and even songs on the radio conspire to remind you of
what you don’t have. And while there’s no way to magically erase the loneliness and
disappointment you’re feeling, the good news is that there are tactics you can use to manage
your pain and even experience some joy during this time of the year.”
In Still I Love, Avalon tells the compelling
story of her three marriages and divorces,
which she navigated on the long road to
earning her degree as an attorney. While
Avalon’s story reads like a movie script, it’s
interwoven with her heartfelt observations
and advice. Avalon’s reflections on how she
has succeeded in maintaining her positivity,
resilience, faith, and belief in love will speak
to anyone who has dealt with a broken heart
and divorce.
Here, she shares eight strategies to help you

navigate the holidays (and the heartache
they may bring) on your own:
Pencil some events into your holiday
calendar (even if you don’t want to). In
your current state of mind, it may be tempting
to spend the next few weeks like the Grinch:
alone in a dark cave. But Avalon urges you
not to isolate yourself until after the New
Year’s Eve ball drops. Shunning all special
events will only reinforce how lonely and
unhappy you’re feeling.

“You don’t have to fill your social calendar to bursting. Just choose a handful of events to
attend—preferably, ones that feature people or activities you enjoy. Who knows? You might
be surprised to find that you’ve been laughing with your girlfriends for several hours without
obsessing over your ex! Maybe you’ll even meet someone new.”
In particular, reach out to other “Grinches.”
Odds are, you know other people who might also be
sad or resentful that they’re flying solo this holiday
season. Reach out to them and make arrangements to
meet for drinks, go ice skating, or enjoy a potluck meal,
for instance.
“One caveat: Consciously choose to stay positive, not to
wallow in bitterness,” Avalon stipulates. “Look at this
gathering not as an excuse to air your dirty laundry and
rehash the past, but as an opportunity to support and
encourage one another while enjoying the season.”

Start a fresh new tradition for yourself. No
matter what the future might hold for you, you’ll
always be spending the holidays with yourself.
That’s why Avalon says it’s important to learn to
enjoy the company of the person in the mirror.
This holiday season, she challenges you to start
a new tradition that will boost your self-esteem,
put a smile on your face, reconnect you with an
interest, and/or remind you of how wonderful you
are.
“After divorcing, I taught myself to look forward to
the holidays by singing in church, because I love
music,” Avalon recalls. “Your new holiday tradition
might involve volunteering in an animal shelter,
treating yourself to a massage, attending a
concert, or taking a day trip. There’s no right
answer here. If it will bring happiness to your
holiday, it’s fair game.”

Let your negative feelings out. If it’s a
continual effort to put on a happy face around so
many loving (or at least functional) couples when
all you want to do is wallow on your couch with a
glass (or three) of eggnog…then wallow!
Negative emotions are a normal part of being

human—especially when you’re feeling lonely,
hurt, and disappointed—and you need to process
them so that you’ll be able to move forward.
“Whenever you feel angry, sad, in despair,
confused, or any other negative emotion, allow
yourself to experience those feelings,” Avalon
urges. “If you can, call a trusted friend who will
allow you to vent without judgment. If you’re at
work, retreat to a quiet place and let your
emotions flow freely. If you’re at a party, step
outside for a moment. Get the pain out of your
chest. Whatever you do, don’t bury your feelings
in an attempt to convince yourself and others that
‘everything is fine.’”
Have a response ready for uncomfortable
questions. During this time of year, family and
friends whom you may not have seen in awhile
will want to catch up on your life. But this year,
you’re dreading their curiosity: “What happened
to you and Jess?” “It’s too bad you and Cameron
couldn’t work things out.” “When are you going to
introduce us to somebody special?”

“Unless you wear a sandwich board that says
something like ‘Don’t ask me about my divorce—
or else!’ you’re going to have to field some
questions,” Avalon admits. “You can save
yourself a lot of awkwardness by taking time
beforehand to compose a response. For
example, ‘Cameron and I just weren’t right for
each other. I’m looking forward to what 2015
might hold.’ Then, change the subject as soon as
possible. Don’t allow the conversation to dwell on
painful aspects of your personal life.”
Don’t force yourself to show holiday cheer. If
you’re miserable or uncomfortable at any
particular event (say, if Great-Aunt Eleanor won’t
stop pestering you about why you’re single, or if
your ex unexpectedly shows up), you don’t have
to force a smile and a good attitude. You don’t
even have to stay.
“Yes, I’m giving you permission to end the
conversation, to hide in the bathroom for awhile,
or to simply leave!” Avalon says. “Your well-being
is more important than being polite, especially if
someone else’s insensitivity is hurtful. If you need
to disengage for 15 minutes or for an entire
evening, do so.”
Be thankful. It sounds trite, but having an
attitude of gratitude really can be a game
changer. Challenge yourself to identify things for
which you’re grateful, whether that’s family and
friends, your career, your pets, your yoga
teacher, or the jar of cookies on your kitchen
counter! At the very least, focusing on something
other than your heartache can take your mood
from “miserable” to “mediocre.”
“Personally, after my divorces, I found it helpful to
focus on how thankful I was to have supportive

friends and family around me,” Avalon shares.
“Even though one area of my life was causing me
heartache, I knew I was fortunate to have so
many people who were willing to listen and who
reminded me of how wonderful I was.”
Tell others how they
can help. If people
who care about you
know that you’re
feeling heartache (and
they will), they’ll want
to help. Allow them to,
and don’t be shy
about telling them
exactly how they can
make your holidays
happier.
“Your best friend will not mind if you call her and
say, ‘I’ve been feeling down—can we meet up for
coffee this weekend?’” Avalon assures.
“Hopefully, she’ll also respect your wishes if you
ask her not to bring up your divorce. Remember,
your friends and family care about you and want
the best for you. Ignoring or downplaying your
pain probably won’t fool them. When you invite
them to support you, you’re doing everyone a
favor.”
“While holiday stereotypes center around images of
happy families and loving couples, the truth is,
that’s not always an accurate representation of
reality. There are quite a few people out there who,
by choice or not, are flying solo. If you’re among
our ranks, I encourage you to take good care of
yourself this holiday season. And I wish you a new
year full of love, joy, and success.”

Avalon S. Brandt, Esq., is the author of Still I Love: Loving after Three Divorces. She was educated in the Baltimore
City Schools. In 1994 she graduated from the University of Maryland School of Law. She is currently employed with
the law offices of Saul E. Kerpelman, which represents children for injuries resulting from childhood lead exposure.
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Shawn Rae Releases American Debut of
Cross-Cultural Interfaith Christmas Album
'A World Christmas'
The international recording artist
known worldwide as Shawn Rae
has released the American debut
of his full-length Christmas album,
“A World Christmas: Love Knows
No Borders.” The album contains
11 tracks for 40 minutes of
delightful listening time. A grand
collection of traditional season
classics, this LP is a gorgeous
showcase for Rae's rich and soulful
singing voice. Yet the album is still
most notable for its cultural,
spiritual
and
humanitarian
principles, which are unlike any
Christmas album ever released.

“The message in the album,” writes Rae,
himself, “is about love knowing no borders.” It
is the first Christmas album from the Muslim
world made with respect for Christianity, and
which utilized the services of Christians,
Jews, Muslims and those of other faiths to
complete
it.”
A fine example of this collaborative work is in
Rae's rendition of “Feliz Navidad.” Rae sings
this classic in Spanish and English as has
been done since the song was written in
1970. As his somewhat more tender version
continues, however, he is joined by a chorus
of others singing in an array of languages
from around the world, including Hebrew,
Arabic, French, Greek, Iraqi, Urdu,

Italian,

Chinese

and

still

more.

Also of especial note is the inclusion of “Baby
It's Cold Outside,” an award-winning song
penned in 1944, famously singled out by
Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood leader Sayiid
Qutb in '51 as an example of American
lasciviousness and immorality. Rae, who is
from a Muslim background, sings this
beautiful duet with none other than singer,
actress Deana Martin, a Christian, daughter
of iconic Dean Martin. Deana’s previous duet
was recorded with the great, world famous
American singer, Andy Williams. The song is
therefore an international reconciliation of
great religious, cultural and historical
significance worldwide.
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Perhaps the most heartfelt and poignant track on “A World Christmas” is “My Grown-Up
Christmas List.” Rae's singing is profoundly and strikingly personal in this track, particularly
when he suggests a peaceful resolution to the world's conflicts: “No more lives torn apart,
wars that never start – right would always win, and love would never end.”
Naturally, as longtime fans of Rae will intuit, “A World Christmas: Love Knows No Borders” is
a musically elegant record. Fans merely listening for the pleasure of appreciating a great work
of musical art are certain to be delighted. With arrangements by the renowned composer
Charles Calello, and performances by Rae that highlight his exceptional standards, “A World
Christmas” is a Christmas album that indeed sounds heavenly – but it is also a true miracle
on earth, and that is what Christmas is about. “A World Christmas: Love Knows No Borders”
is readily available online around the world. Learn more about Shawn Rae at
www.ShawnRae.com To order your copy of A World of Christmas visit
http://www.shawnrae.com/item13.shtml
MondoTunes supplies the largest music distribution in the world and provides upstream services for
many major labels in search of breakout artists. We provide the same distribution channel used by
Lady Gaga, Black Eyed Peas, One Republic, U2, Rihanna and many other Universal Music Group artists.
While most independent distributors reach only 45-50 retailers, MondoTunes reaches over 750
retailers and mobile partners in over 100 world regions.

***************************************
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BAKE ME A WISH! UNVEILS GOURMET GIFTING
CODE PROGRAM TO HONOR VETERANS
THIS HOLIDAY SEASON
Cookie Bites - Delicious little bite sized cookies your
recipient will down by the handful. Includes 2 dozen
Chocolate Chip and 2 dozen Oatmeal Raisin. ($34.99
+ shipping)
Autumn Bakery Basket - Impress your recipients
with this adorable bamboo basket keepsake in which
we include 6 Assorted Brownie Bites, 1 Dozen Mini
Oatmeal raisin Cookies and 4 Chocolate-Covered
Oreos, ($27.99 + shipping)

BakeMeAWish.com unveiled their holiday gourmet
gifting code program for companies to reward
customers and employees with a tangible symbol of
appreciation while honoring our Veterans for their
sacrifice and service. Through a long-standing
partnership with Soldier’s Angels, Bake Me A Wish
is offering corporations the unique opportunity to
show a Veteran that he or she is in their thoughts
too. For any purchase over $25 (shipping not
included), using the code VETERANS, 15% will go
towards donating a gift cake to a Veteran at a VA
Hospital here in the U.S.
Organizations can reward and recognize customers
and employees with a gourmet gift for
the holidays with BakeMeAWish.com’s best sellers
including:
The Solid Gold Bakery Tower- a stunning gold
tower wrapped with an elegant purple ribbon and filled
with the finest in gourmet bakery treats. Included is a
4-inch Cookies and Cream Brownie Cake, One Dozen
Gourmet Cookies in Chocolate Chip, Oatmeal Raisin,
Snickerdoodle, Almond Butter, Lemon Sugar and
Ginger Molasses, an Orange Macadamia Brownie, a
Raspberry Crumb Bar, A Cheesecake Brownie and a
Fudge Walnut Brownie. To top it off, the tower includes
10 Hazelnut Chocolates in gold wrapping. ($49.99 +
shipping)

This is an extraordinary and patriotic gesture to honor
our veteran soldiers, and not the first time that
BakeMeAWish.com has shown support for U.S.
troops. BakeMeAWish.com began their military
initiative back in 2008 by partnering with Soldiers’
Angels, a non-profit organization that provides
assistance to families of enlisted soldiers, continuing
support for veterans and immediate response for
families of the fallen. Since then, BakeMeAWish.com,
has been delivering cakes to many VA hospitals
throughout the U.S. including Walter Reed in Virginia
and the Veterans Hospital in the Bronx, New York, to
name a few.
“Nothing says thank you like a gourmet gift from
BakeMeAWish.com to show clients and employees
that they are appreciated this holiday season,” says
Joe Dornoff, President of BakeMeAWish.com “We are
also thrilled to be able to continue to show our support
and appreciation for our Veterans especially during
this time of the year.”

About Bake Me A Wish! Founded in 2004,
BakeMeAWish.com is a premiere gifting service
offering award-winning gourmet cakes. Each gift cake
includes an imported Belgian Chocolate occasion
plaque, Giving back to the community we share is at
the heart of each wish, with additional support to
Friends of Island Academy – NY
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Re-Gifting Rules for the
Holidays
The holidays are here and each year we consider the age old question… “Is it okay
to re-gift?” The answer may surprise you, although most of us have done it at one
time or another.Ettiquette expert, Diane Gottsman says “It is perfectly appropriate
to give another person an item that doesn’t fit you, or suit your particular needs or
lifestyle. The only caveat is to proceed with respectful caution.”
Some of Diane Gottsman’s Re-gifting Rules:

Avoid a test run. A new gift is better than
giving something that you have already worn
or used. If you try the gift out and decide it’s
not for you, the better thing to do would be
honest and offer it to another person by
saying, “I love this cologne but it doesn’t
agree with me. I know it’s your favorite and
I’d like for you to have it.”

Keep it in the original box. Don’t switch out
a sweater from a less expensive name brand
store into a bag that appears more chic and
exclusive. Keep in mind the receiver may
love it but might want to return it for another
size or color without telling you.
Re-gift away from the same circle of
friends. In a perfect world, the person that
would most love it and put it to good use
would live in another city or state. That would
take care of a lot of the stress of the original
giver finding out.

Don’t delay. If the gift is a food item, you will
want to give it to someone during its optimum
window of freshness. Food re-gifts are a safe
option because they are consumed fairly
quickly – unless the giver waits too long, or
the receiver decides to re-gift it again.
Give with good intention. If you are
confident that your friend or family member
will appreciate the gift, by all means give it.
Wrap it beautifully and be sure to include a
pretty card.
Never re-gift ugly. The adage “one mans
trash is another mans treasure” may hold
true, but if you find the gift to be used, old, or
ugly, don’t pass it on to someone you care
about. If it’s something that perhaps is still
good – just not gift worthy – donate it to a
non-profit organization that can repurpose it.
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Consider full disclosure. No one says you
must give the gift as a “new” gift, purchased
by you. If the gift is pleasant, just not your
particular taste, you can say, “Would you like
this purse? It’s a bit large for me to carry
around but I know you love larger bags.”
Think twice before giving away a family
heirloom or something hand made by
someone special. There is a time and place

to justify giving away a gift you have been
given. When the present is from someone
whose feelings would be extremely hurt if
they knew the gift had been given away, take
one for the team and put the gift away in a
safe place. Bring it out when they visit, and
use it if it’s important to them. You are
showing courtesy and respect for your friend
or family member.

And, Gottsman says “The third Thursday in December is National Re-gifting Day, established by
regiftable.com. You may want to mark your calendar.”

Diane specializes in executive leadership and etiquette training, with clients ranging from university students to
Fortune 500 companies, and her seminars cover topics ranging from tattoos in the workplace to technology at
the dinner table and the proper use of social media. Her advice is backed by a Master’s Degree in Sociology
with an emphasis on adult behavior. Visit http://dianegottsman.com/ and http://www.protocolschooloftexas.com/
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Deck the Halls, Not Your Customers
10 Tips for Effectively Handling Customer Complaints During the Holiday Rush

For the customer service sector, the holiday season is crunch time. With more
shoppers, more sales, more shipping, more advertisements, and more product
demand, there's (so much) more potential for something to go wrong. At the same
time, shoppers' expectations are never higher. They don't just want to check every item
off their lists; they expect their shopping experience to be fun, festive, and full of good
cheer. (It's the holidays, after all!) No pressure, right?

insight into what many other customers think
about your organization, and most importantly,
how you can improve your service."
Read on for Kaufman's advice on how to handle
customer complaints this holiday season:
Thank them for their complaint. Give positive
recognition by saying, right off the bat, "Thank
you for reaching out, especially in the middle of
your holiday shopping."

"During this time of year, you'll be interacting not
only with your established customer base, but also
with a new batch of individuals who are shopping
for other people—and it's a foregone conclusion
that despite your best efforts some of them will be
dissatisfied," notes Kaufman, author of the New
York Times bestseller Uplifting Service: The Proven
Path to Delighting Your Customers, Colleagues,
and Everyone Else You Meet "You have two
choices. One, treat the complaining customer like
he's a pain in the neck. Or two, appreciate each
complaining customer and use the complaint as an
opportunity to improve."

One complaining customer actually represents
many other customers who had the same
problem, but who didn't complain. (They just
badmouthed your company to their friends—or to
the entire Internet—and took their business
elsewhere.)
"By using a customer complaint to uplift your
service, you not only transform that shopper's
experience from a negative one to a positive one;
you turn him or her into an evangelist for your
organization. Furthermore, you gain valuable

"Show appreciation for the complaining
customer's time, effort, communication, feedback,
and suggestions," says Kaufman. "Always keep
in mind that the customer didn't have to come to
you at all. He could have simply taken his
business to your competitor. When a customer
gives you the opportunity to recover their service,
be grateful."
Don't be defensive. It's easy to get defensive when
an angry customer is on the other end of the line.
Customers with complaints exaggerate situations,
they get confused, and yes, they may even lie
about how things went down. It's tempting to just
say, "No! That's not what happened. You're wrong!"
But getting defensive will lead only to more
problems.
Acknowledge what's important to them.
Kaufman teaches that service providers must find a
complaining customer's value dimension (or what's
important to them). Even if you think the customer's
complaint is unfair, there is something they value
that your company didn't deliver on. Embrace that
value.
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Use judo, not boxing. In boxing, you go right after your opponent, trying to punch him
to the ground. In judo, you work with someone else's motions to create a
desired result. You use another person's speed and energy to spin him around
and then end up together on the same side.
Explain the company's desire to improve. When
you understand what the customer values, show them
things your company does that helps you perform well
in that area. For example, let's say a customer is
complaining because a package was delivered a day
late. You would say, "We understand that quick, ontime delivery is important to our customers."
Educate your customer. Part of hearing the
customer out is answering any questions they ask
about their specific situation. Provide additional, useful
information. "If they ask a question that you can't
answer or don't know the answer to, tell them you'll
find out the answer and get back to them," says
Kaufman. "And then actually follow through. Contact
the customer with the answers they requested. And
even if they might not have requested an update about
their situation, get back in touch with them with one
anyway. These are additional opportunities for you to
say through your actions, 'We care about you. We
value your business.'"
Contain the problem. Let's say a family is shopping
in a crowded, busy department store. The youngest
child in the group starts to have an all-out meltdown.
Suddenly, a staff member sweeps onto the scene and
whisks the family into a special room. Inside, they find
bottles of water, snacks, and a comfortable sitting
area, etc. The only thing missing in the room is any
connection to the store's brand. That's because this
room is used to isolate customers from the brand until
they're all—parents and children—having a more
pleasurable experience. The room is also being used
to isolate the unhappy family from the families outside
the room who are having a more pleasant shopping
experience. And finally, they're being isolated from
some staff members who may not be as well prepared
to handle these sticky situations.
Even if you can't help, apologize. Every service
provider knows that the customer is not always right.

And even when the customer has a point, it's not
always within a service provider's power to completely
rectify the situation. But the customer is always the
customer, and you should apologize for the
inconvenience they believe they've experienced.
Recover. Show the customer you care about them,
even if you feel the company did everything right, by
making them an offer. Companies worry that they'll get
taken advantage of if they give vouchers, discounts, or
freebies as part of their service recovery, but the
reality is that almost never happens.
Give serial complainers an out. Some people just
love to complain. These kinds of customers complain,
not so that they can become satisfied, but because
they are never satisfied. With serial complainers, you
must limit your liability and isolate them from your
brand. The holidays tend to bring out the absolute
worst in never-satisfied serial complainers," Kaufman
notes. "They're the people who gripe that your
company's free-with-purchase giveaway is too 'cheap,'
for instance, or who personally attack employees for
not doing what they want, even though the company
policy has already been politely explained to them
multiple times. It's difficult to deal with this type of
customer even under the best of circumstances, but in
the midst of the hectic, stressful holiday retail season,
serial complainers are an especially strong drain on
your employees.
"Your customers are not your enemy," says
Kaufman. "It's sometimes hard to remember that when
you're involved in a tense complaint situation. But
they're essential to your business and you really are
both on the same side. Your customer wants the
product or service you provide, and you want to give it
to them. When you treat complaints as opportunities to
build loyalty, you can create customers for life and
uplift your entire company in the process."

Ron Kaufman, UP! Your Service founder and chairman, believes service is the
essence of humanity. He has helped companies on every continent build a
culture of uplifting service that delivers real business results year after year. He
is the author of the New York Times bestseller Uplifting Service and 14 other
books on service, business, and inspiration. To learn more about UP! Your
Service, please visit www.UpYourService.com. To learn more about Ron
Kaufman, please visit www.RonKaufman.com.
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